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SNOW
tonight and
Friday is the prediction, but everybody
likes snow on

SOME usually modest
hosiery will be brazenly displayed to Santa
Claus tonight.
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CAN

WAR

GERMAN

TROOPS

STILL

UNCHANGED

Today's official statements reveal the Intense nature of the fighting

EAST
Christmas Eve
finds little change In the underground,
warfare now being conducted In the
western theater of war, where Gen-ra- l
Joffre, the commander in chief
of the French armies, still appears
to be cautiously feeling for an opening
In the strongly entrenched German
lines across France and Belgium.
In the east a supreme German effort continues to be made before Warsaw, the capital of nussian Poland,
where the forces of the German" center and of the Russians seeking to
check them, sway back and forth
along the banks of the rivers barring
the way to the Polish capital The
Russians claim successes in the latest
encounters, but during the last ten
days the.Germans. have advanced appreciably and it is said they now are
bringing up their 42 centimetre guns
preparatory to siege operations,.
forces
In Galicia the Austro-Germa- n
seem to have made no further progress, and the Russians are reported
to have pushed the invaders back into
east Prussia,.
Petrograd has never conceded that
the occupation of Lodz by the Germans had any strategic Importance,
but the German view has now found
expression from Field Marshal von
Hindenbufg, who remarked to the representative of the Associated Press
on the eastern front that he considered it the "turning point of the camLondon,

Dec.

24.

paign."

Statement
Germ
'vireless to LonDec,,?l.(,by'
Berlin,
communiofficial
The
24.)
Dec.
don,
cation issued by the German headquar-er- s
staff says:
"The enemy did not renew, his attacks in the neighborhood of Nieuport.
At Bixschoote we took 230 prisoners
The

'

'
on December 22.
active
yeswas
again
"The enemy
terday in the neighborhood of Cha
leons. Infantry attacks followed, a
fierce artillery attack made by the enPeremy in the region or Souain and
trench
A
thes. These were repulsed.

enkept under continuous fire by the
emy was lost by us, but was recaptured in the evening. The position
was abandoned "after this successful
"
counter attack, because parts of the
trenches had been almost levelled by
the enemy's fire. More than a hundred
prisoners were left in our hands.
"To the east we have assumed the
offensive and are advancing from Nei
denburg and Soldau (in east Prussia).
We have repulsed the Russians after
several days' fighting at Mlawa
(northern Poland) and the enemy's
positions at Mlawa again are' in our
hands. More than 1,000 prisoners were
taken in these battles.
"At the confluence of the Bzura anil
Rawka rivers, fierce bayonet attacks
took place at many places. The art!
lery could do little, on account of the
misty weather.
"The Russians suffere heavy losses
on the right bank of the Pllica river,
in the district to the southeast of
The Russians attacked
Tomaszow.

(Continued on rage Five)

TODAY'S DEVELOPMENT
now In progress both east and west, but Indicate that, with the possible
exception of east Prussia, there has been no significant change in the
alignment of the opposing forces.
f
The German statement tells of a fight for possession of a trench In
France which was won by the French, recaptured by the Germans and finally abandoned. So fierce was the struggle that the trench was almost
levelled by artillery fire. No important movements are reported In the
German communication.
The French statement, which while saying" that small gains have been
made here and there, mentions German attacks at so many points that it is
apparent the allies have not been permitted solely to take the offensive
Into their own hands. Such ground as they have won recently is not to
be held without hard fighting.
The fighting in Poland has become most severe and at points along
the line west of Warsaw the Issue is being fought out with bayonets.
The Berlin war office states the Russian advance in east Prussia has been
checked and that the Russians at Mlawa, In Poland near the Prussian border, have been defeated.
A French cruiser in the Strait of Otfanto, near the
suthern end ot
Italy, was torpedoed by an Austrian submarine. It is stated that the dam-ag- e
was .slight and .that no men were injured.
Although accounts vary as to the present status of military affairs in
Poland,, it Is evident that the scene of heaviest fighting has shifted southward from Sochaszew, the town on the Bzura river, 30 nitres from Warsaw,
toward which the Germans for several days directed their principal efforts.
forces operating from the Cracow base are attempting to push northward Into Poland. I,i this effort, however, they are meet-
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Bomb Hits Dover
London, Dec. 24. A hostile

aero-

FRENCH GOVERNMENT ASSISTS HILL

n
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semi-offici-

rec-tcry-

start-straig-

PRISONERS OF
BY ALLIES

ALLOWED
WAR
TO RECEIVE

OR,

PRESENTS
Paris, Deo. 24. Christmas at the
front will be as cheerful and comfortable as the love and self denial of
wellnight every family in France can
make it. The Bpirit of those at home
is not to give presents to one another
but to unite and give all to the aon,
father, or brother serving with the
flag.

Many a family in France probably
will dine meagerly tonight and to
morrow because of the packages of
.poft woolen thingi and boxes' of delicacies which have gone to the kinsmen at the front. Then there are field
glasses, wrist "watches, sleeping bags
an an amazing variety of camp conveniences.
The military administration has
been most considerate in providing
transportation, and all this month numerous vans loaded with holiday packages were among the long supply
trains back of the army.
Many a lone soldier without family
has received various packages of
things to eat, wear, smoke or drink
from distant relatives and the government. The ministry of war, among
other things, is sending a bottle of
champagne for every four soldiers at
the front. Belgians re Overfed
All the plum puddings In the shops
of Paris have heen taken by the
French military to send to the British soldiers.
The Belgian refugees,
especially the children, are being so
overfed that the committee in charge
of them have postponed by agreement
various dinners and entertainments so
as to extend them over the next ten
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BE A JOYOUS
DAY

PROMISES

TO

QUIT CHILDREN

HAPPY

EL

WILL

FROVIDES CHAMPAGNE FOR THE CARRANZA COMMANDER AT NACO ENTERTAINMENTS WILL OCCUR
HE WILL SHOOT
SAYS
BRAVE BOYS UNDER THE
TONIGHT BY VARIOUS SUN-- ,
ACROSS NO MORE
TRICOLOR
DAY SCHOOLS

plane dropped a bomb over Dover this
morning and then disappeared, according to a statement made this af
ternoon by the official bureau. Nc
ing with determined resistance from the Russians.
,
damage was done.
A
statement from Petrograd says that Russian successes
This German raid from the air on
in Galicia continue and in the Carpathians Austrians were repulsed. An.
the city of Dover is the first news of
other sortie by the garrison at Przemysl, which has long been under atan authentic character of any hostile
tack by the Russians, is said to have resulted disastrously for the Ausair craft visiting Great Britain. The
trians.,;
machine today came from the direc
Now that the French government has returned to Paris, a venturesome
tion of Deal and was flying high. It.
German aviator attempted to prove that the capital Is not yet without the was not sighted from Dover until it
war zone by flying over it. He was brought down by a French aeroplane suddenly emerged from the clouds.
at a point 19 miles from the city of Paris.
Apparently Dover castle was the Ob
jective of the raid, for the bomb
thrown from the aeroplane fell in the
,
GREAT DAMAGE DONE
FITZSIUyONS- WIFE
garden in the rear of St. James
which is located in front of the
BY ARIZONA DELUGE
SAYS HE IS A BRUTE castle. The windows in the rectory
and some in the houses immediately
surrounding the rectory were broken.
LOSS OF LIFE, SO FAR AS RE- SHE GETS A DIVORCE, ALLEGING
Fog made easy the escape sof the
hostile airship, r. Immediately: after he
PORTS INDICATE, IS CONFINFORMER CHAMPION KICKED
had droped his bomb, the pilot
ED TO TWO
HER
across the channel. Two
Tucson, Ariz., Dec, 23. The Santa
Chicago, Dec. 24 Various episodes British aeroplanes went up in an en
Crua river, heretofore called "river" ofv their marital life, in which she fig- deavor tp catch the raider, but the hos
by courtesy of the map makers, is on ured as an abused person, were re- tile ship had too much start and could days.
its worst rampage of a generation. Or lated today by Mrs. Julia Fit.zsimmons, not be overtaken.
Cigars for Soldiers
dinarily the bed of the Santa Cruz is wife of Roberta ntzsimmons.v former
King Albert of Belgium has Bent a
EXAMINED THE BALES
The San Pedro river west oi world's ichampion heavyweight pugildry- box of 25 cigars to each of the Belgian
Bisbee is a stream nearly a mile wide ist, in testifying ill her divorce suit
New York, Dec. 24. Officials of the soldiers. All the
hospitals have arOther streams are swollen in propor- aga'nst the former king of the ring.
British army examined with the
ranged concerts, recitations, and
"He used to go away," said Mrs. today 10,000 bales of cotton consigned
tion, railroad tracks have been washshows for convalescing soled out, buildings flooded or carried Fitzsimmons, "and would be brought to Bremen, Germany, to determine diers.
away, and property damaged to th' back Intoxicated by some of his whether any of them contained conThe American hospital is bright
extent of thousands of dollars as the friends."
traband of war. The cotton was be- with holly and mistletoe. Madame
result of seven days of rain through
The day before their final separa- ing loaded aborrd the steamer City Poinoare, wife 'of the president
of
out southern Arizona.
of
tion, July 10, the wife said her hus- of Savannah, which sails tomorrow. France, has sent 3,000 packages
machines, according to the toys, candy and clothing to 3,000
National "guardsmen ; returning to band kicked her as she was passing The y
English officials, had been especially
Tucson early today confirmed reports a hall door.''
children who live In the
for the purpose and enabled land reconquered by France.
that two Mexicans had been dorwned
"We had a quarrel earlier," she ex- designed
them to" inspect the Interior' "of the
in the Santa Cruz river at Sahuarita.
Presents for Germans
plained, "about his drinking and I had
bulky cotton bales which could easily
The militiamen eatd it had been re- not been
The
French
government Is deliverto
because
him
h
speaking
ported that other lives' had been lost refused to quit, so when I passed b conceal arms, ammunition or other ing great quan ties of packages from
contraband. They had decided to use
in the flooded districts.
Germany to prisoners of war. For the
the door he kicked me." '.'"
this method, they said, after it was most
Reports early today from Bisbee
part they are useful things like
Threats to shoot her were related found that, owing to the varying
stated that further rain during the
underwear and woolen socks.
blankets,
by the witness, who said that at vti weight of the bales, the scales could
Similar deliveries, it 13 understood
night threatened to increase property rlous times her husband
pulled her give no certain guarantee that each will be made
damage. A Southern Pacific train, hair or
by the German author!
her
and some bale was honest
grabbed
throat,
ties to French prisoners.
marooned 36 hours at Otero, between
times threw bottles at her.
Tucson and Nogales, was reported to
Jollity on the Line
"I don't want any alimony," she
FUN FOR FELONS
men in the trenches will
afto
While
to
returned
the
have
Nogalea
day
Santa1 Fe, Dec. 24. Santa Claus will have to maintain the same strained
ter temporary track repairs had been told the court. "I always worked be
fore we were married and have, ha fill 330
made.
stockinga for the convicts at alertness that they observe every day,
to Bincei I can do it still."
there doubtless will
the state prison tcfirgnt with candy, and While
For 24 hours passengers on this
Mrs. Fitzsimmons asked permission nuts, cigars, cigarettes, small sacks be fierce firrnting at certain points on
train were without food. They finally
made their way to ranch houses, to resume her maiden nttme, Julia of tobacco and other luxuries. The the front, yet from 1,500 to 2,000 yards
where they were given food and shel- Glfford. No defense was offered and stockings, which were made especially back of, the Infantry firing line ar
ter. A relief train with supplies wa' a default was entered. The court or- at the prison for the purpose, will he rargements have boon made for plenable to go only as far as Amado dered the testimony written up.
e
hung up and filled without the knowl- ty of jollity, which, will Include a chickbecomiuz Mrs." Fitzsimmnnn in edge of the prisoners. A moving pic- en dinner and champaene to drink
where it encountered flooded tracks
Nobles was still ieolated today from jl903 the complainant was a profession ture show and a big Christmas dinner
will be features, of the day.
communication with nearby towns lal singer.
(Continued on para Four)
Austro-Germa-

THE

L

THE GERMANS NOT FORGOTTEN MAYTORENA

Paris, Dec. 21. An official communication issued today by the French
minister of marine says:
"An Austrian submarine fired two
torpedoes at a French armored cruiser
in the Strait of Otranto, one of them
exploding forward. The damage done
to the vessel was not serious. None
of the cruiser's crew was injured.
An official statement given out in
Paris today says that an Aulstrlan
submarine torpedoed a French armored cruiser in the Gulf of Otranto. The
warship was damaged lonly slightly.
No one was injured.
f 3
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CHIEF OF STAFF TRYING TO STOP EVERYBODY
OBSERVE
WILL
THE CONTROVERSY ON
GREAT RELIGIOUS AND CIV-ITHE BORDER
HOLIDAY

"FOLKS AT HOME" SEND GOOD
THINGS TO BATTLERS FOR

FRENCH

BILL

DOPES HE CHRISTMAS

TROUBLE

CHRISTMAS

SITUATION

SCOTT

OULUIUW HI

OF

S

CITY EDITION

1914.

n

WILL

DO

SAME USUAL

MIDNIGHT

MASSES

AT LEAST, AMERICAN ARMY THE CATHOLICS WILL WELCOME
MAN WILL TRY TO GET
FEAST OF NATIVITY WITH
HIM TO DO SO
SOLEMN SERVICES

Naco, Ariz., Dec. 24. Brigadier General Hugh Scott, chref of staff of the
United States army, teft the American
camp this morning to meet Governor
Maytorena, the Villa besieger of Naco,
Sonora, on. the border four miles east
of here. Two previous appointments
had not been kept by Maytorena. On
Monday the ground waa impassable
and yesterday there was a misunderstanding.
General Hill, commanding the Carranza gafrison in Naco, grave orders
today in the presence of General
Scott's messenger not to fire toward
the east, where the conference wilf
be held. The meeting with General
Hill, the Carranza garrison commander of the besieged town, gave General
Scott hope of settling the long standing Mexican border troubla If he
can reach as satisfactory an under
standing with Maytorena as he has
with Hill, General Scott says that an
other meeting with Hill may result
in the coveted golutfon of the problem
created by continued Mexican fire
across the border.

Tomorrow is Christmas, perhaps
the holiday most universally recognized in all civilized countries.
La3
Vegas will not be behind other cities
in observing this day of joyfulness and
cheer. The churches will recognize
the religious aspect of the day by
p.pecial services, the business men wli1
observe It as a holiday by closing
and offices, and everybody wi:
celebrate it as a festival by the glvln r
of gifts and tho partaking of special
holiday dinners, y
The kids, especaIy, will have a goo f
time tomorrow in looking at the prep
ents that Santa has brought them, and
in finding thair Internal turkey capacity. For it is a day of feasting as
well as of siving prayer.
In fact,
dinner is the principal
the mid-daevent of the day for many people.
Tonight the final preparations will
be made for the great day. Bright
and early in the morning little kids
and bigger kids will repair to the fire
place to see what .the good St. Nich-- ,
olas has put in their stockings. Then
throughout the entire day, the holiday spirit will reign.
Scott is Hopeful
After all, Christmas comes but once
Dec. 24. Brigadier a year, so why not. enjoy it to the limWashington,
General Hugh L. Scott's mission to it?
the Mexican border is progressing satDoings of Christm t Eve
isfactorily, according to his message to
the war department. He expected to Not less important than the day it
confer today with Governor Mayto self, is Christmas Eve, when Santa
rena, General Calles and Mr. Pesque' Claus is reputed to make his nocturnal
presents
ra, and already had talked over th. rounds bestowing just the
'
siluation at Naco, Sonora, with Gen- they wanted on divers youngsters.
eral Benjamin Hill, a Carranza chief This year the eve of the holiday will
lie more of a celebration than ever.
tain, the message said.
A
new Idea will be tried here under
Gutierrez not Prisoner
Provisional President Gutierrez and the auspices of the Music and Art P'Las
when
the
children
of
Vegas,
elety
General Villa had a long conference
last night in Mexico City, according of the Sunday schools of the First
to. advices today from state depart- Presbyterian, the First Christian, the
ment agents there. As no mention was Fpiscopal, the First Methodist and the
made of any street fighting or fric- First Baptist church will parade the
tion between the followers of the two streets and sing the good
Christmas, carols to everybody
leaders, state department officials re
garded these dispatches as evidence who places a lighted candle in , th
against reports that Gutierrez had window of his residence. After the
been made a prisoner and that hi? singing the children will give those- forces had been engaged with Villa who are serenaded a chance to maka
their Christmas present to charity m
troops.
The dispatch, dated late last nigh' the form of a contribution to the fund
for a maternity ward at the Las Ve
referred in optlmlsticl terms to
gas
fcoEpital
made
in
rehabilitatlnr
progress being
Stores Will Keep Open Late
the central government Apparently
All
the stores will be open until a
confirming the state department view,
the minister of foreign affairs in Gu late hour tonight to give belated
tierrez's cabinet telegraphed the Wash Christmas shoppers a chance to make
The barber
Ington representative of Gutierrez to- their final purchases.
day that there was absolutely noth- shops will remain open until 10 o'
ing new in the situation In Mexico clock bo that all men may be sb
and put in holiday guise. The post-offiCity.
will remain open until 8 o'clock
Carranza has not intention of leav- ins Mexico, according to a telegram for the final batch of holiday gifts.
dated yesterday, received at the Car
During the evening a large number
ranza agency here from Apizaco, a will gather around the family Christsmall town northeast of Puebia. In mas trees and enjoy an evening of
addition to requesting his represen- holiday carnival. Several of tint
tatives to deny all such reports the churches will celebrate the ocfiasics
message say3:
by joyous entertainments and fun.
"I am still in the town of Apizaco
The Presbyterian Church
At the First preshytarSaa churcY
visiting the camps of our troops, and
find them In
spirits and easre- 'commencing at 7 o'clock promptly th; ;
s
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Strand, the Maharajah of Gwalior,
unexcelled among the maharajahs.
He can carry in his head the minutest details of the administration of h's
1
I
CFEN EVENINGS TILL CKF.ISTf.IAS
state, which is more than 25,000 square
To all the readers of this paper, and to the rest of our
miles in area about twice the size of
I
brave Belgium. He can do the work
of the lowest clerk in his employ in
many friends and customers,
the remotest part of his dominion, or
perform the most complicated tasks
of his highest paid official. With equal
facility he can discharge the duties of
the trooper or Infantryman of his army, or can head the brilliant column
One and all we wish you a
of his military forces. With- perfect
sangfroid he can jump into the driver's cab and pilot a heavily laden railway train over the steepest gradients.
and around thd most treacherous
I
curves. For him to see a broken down
motorcar is to feel his fingers twitch- aud a happy, prosperous New Year
to
it into action.. And he is
Iing mereput
mechanic, but is an Inventor
as well.
I have been told of times when this
I
ruler only 38 years old at the pres- lent time has sat through, the best
(part of the night puzzling over the
details of revene and expenditure of
1
his state, jumped in the morning on
to the engine and taken a party of
Christmas
spirit.
the
with
store
the
until
I
If you are one of those who have put off their ebopplng
Goods are arranged to facilitate your
distinguished hunters over the moun- and
Dolls
Holiday
Toy
by
to be present and
At the Picture Shows
Itainside
the last few hours, save youreelf and friends disappointment
dieis
into the jungle, and spent the
expected
isa
these
Note
as
possible,
choosing and save you aa mucr time
on
the store that gives
Tomorrow night at the motion pic jwhole day Btalking lions and tigers
partake at one . of the services
chopping at the big, helpful store, this evening
counts on gift goods
ture shows excellent programs will be from an elephant's back.
store of superior service
Christmas day :
you an unlimited range of gelections-t- he
given. At tne Browne theater will be
On one such occasion he and three
Order of service at 10:S0 o clock:
of Bethle shown another epiBode in the populai other friends were
Town
Little
"O
Hymn,
riding on the back
"Trey C Hearts." At the Photoply i of an elephant in a sort of balanced
hem."
1-tiieater will be presented a special all saddle. The maharajah was placed
Kyrie Eleison, Ancient Chant.
comedy program. At these theater? Ion one side of the howdah along with
Gloria Tibi.
hunter, while two
Hymn 49, "0 Come all Ye Faithful. will occur the presentation of the fast another heavy-se- t
express and beautiful doll to the mos' lightweights were together on the
Sermon.
3
Anthem, "Glory to God in the Higb- fortunate boy or girl respectively ii other side. Wit'iout wamingjust as a
Las Vegas.
eEt."
tiger had been struck with a bullet,
Petti
Dresses,
Mid
suits,
Women's
Coats,
the
The Mutual theater will have a sp but had rushed away into the Jungle
Fur
Coats,
On
Pur
Came
Upon
all
"It
59,
Sets,
the
Hymn
in
Goods-in
fact
everything
Dry
Men's
Wear,
Holdiay Goods,
coats" and Silk Waists, Children's Coats and Dresses.
cial Christmas matinee commencing unkilled, the
saddle sud
night Clear."
store with a few necessary exceptions.
at 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon. A denly lurched, throwing out the ma
Presentation of Alma.
two-ree- l
feature "The Reader of harajah. The elephant plunged ahead
Sursum Corda, Sancius.
World."
the
Minds,'' and a single reel comedy wi leaving his highness, who still clung
Hymn, "Bread of
compose the bill. The same program to his rifle, sprawling on the ground.
Gloria in Excelsis, Old Chant.
What Mean will be shown tomorrow evening. At Without hesitating a moment, he ran
Hymn 64, "Hark
the matinee, Regensberg Brothers will into the thick forest after the disapThose Holy Voices."
Full vested choir an crucifer at 10:30 present everyone of their patrons with pearing beast, and was not again seen
a Christmas present.
until late at night. Then, when his
service.
Fun at the Sanitarium
courtiers were beginning to grow fran
The Luthern Services
Th evening will wind up the holi- tic at his
absence in
The English Lutheran congregation
will have two Christmas services in day with several private festivities suchcireu mstances, he Btiddenly apthe Sunday school room of the First tne residents of St. Anthony's sani peared, bringing along the skin of the
Store open thia evening
Presbyterian church on Christmas tarium will have their Yuletlde fes tiger, which he had relentlessly puro'tivities at this time.
sued on foot, shot and flayed with his
The Purse
day. The first will begin at 2:30
And then Christmas, which, as the own hands.
clock in the afternoon. The pastor,
as late as the public
The limited purse finds
Rev. P, Kretschmar, of Optimo, N. M., poem says "Comes but once a year,
Tree Spirits Kill a Scoffer
will nreaeh the sermon. The second will be gone. Another 365 days will
In the Straits Settlements! and Ma-its best friends in the
service will commence at 7:30 have to be passed until the joyous oc- wishes to shop,
o'clock in the evening. The children casion arrives again. But everybody ,ay peninsula both the Malays and
big Rosenwald Store.
and young people will present a i will have had a good time so "we Chinese believe that many trees have
their tutelary; spirits, says C. E. G.
Christmas program at the evening should worry."
in
Tlsdale in the January Wide World
is
cordially
service. Everybody
Such trees are easily recRENEHAN DECISION 800N
Magazine.
voted.
Santa Fe. Dec. 24. It to likely that ognizable, owing to their having "joss"
Will Cease
Carol by the schoe- - "Silent Night,
Harold
Business
'
Flalz;
Flora
(Tom,
Came."
Callaway;
L
Manger
'
"
.
Holy Night."
The day will be a civic and business the state supreme court will hand or incense sticks placed either close
Kathryn Simonds, Charlotte eleven- - Jack, Lowell Gerard; Captain i
Tree
Christmas
as well as a religiouB holiday. down Its opinion in the A. B. Rene- - to their roots or in a fork between
Episcopal
Keene.
Clarence
Alice
Suhdt
holiday
ger,
Christschool
The
Mildred
Girls
Doll
without exception the mer- han disbarment proceedings before the branches Hthe offerings of the
Sunday
and
Episcopal
Fairies
Almost
No. 9 Song "Glorious Morn."
busi- New Year.
The court in it first de- Chinese or decoration, consisting of
Davy, Delia Chambers, Dorothy Har- mas tree will be given in the Guild chants will close their places of
Josephine O'Malley
cision
at
deserted
had
Hall
be
will
Ethel
offices
vindicated
promptly
the
Mr. Renehan. bits of various colored cloth, the Mai-latonight, beginning
ness, and
vey, Marzie Flaiz, Fern Hite,
No. 10 Recitation "The Christ Child"
7 o'clock.
token of devotion.
Parents and friends of the also. The city officials will shut up but the attorney general asked for a
Horn.
Lenora Sundt
One such tree is still to be seen in
Sailors and Icicle Boys Forest Ger Sunday school are most cordially in shop for the day, and the county and rehearing on one of the points in
No. 11 Song "Silent Night, Holy.
Stamford roads, the main thorough'
state officials will follow suit. The volved,
ard, Walter Morro, Joe Callaway. vited to be present.
DAY
Night."
will
fare of Singapore, and in connection
The carolers (weather permitting) district court and police judges
Veron Wilhite, Aleck
Callaway,
Hugh
No. 12 Recitation "Christ in a Man
with this particular tree a curious acwill leave the Guild Hall, immediately find sufficient work to do In convict
TAXICAB WRECKED
Marsh.
Richard
Smith,
ger Humbly Lay.." Eight Girls.
oania Fe, Dec 24. Report of a se- cident happened only a few months
Buccaneers Harold Flaiz, Lowell after the Christmas tree. Every car ing, sentencing and executing the
Bonnie Wringole, Gladys James, Helen
rious accident on the new road be ago. A rich young Baba, or Straits-bor- n
Har
to
is
no
oler
line
in
Everett
be
therefore
culprits
urged
Clarence
promptly.
Keene,
Gerard,
turkey,
holiday
One)
from
Page
(Continued
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Dixon, the "Little Chocolate,'
sounded in all parts with the Joyful state different from that in which the calling in the county of Silver Bow, your druggist for Foley Kidney Pills. George
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the same has ever known.
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state penitentiary will be guests
parties above named are in
day later. "In no place has the war
ner controlling or directing, either di the county commissioners of Boulder Dixon was a remarkably clever boy
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sured today upon receipt
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ed against him. Perhaps the most no
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the United States will more experience
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the reviving blessings of peace."
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Moyer in Butte after the riot "inmy
Plans were! made in New York for a
thoroughly
They
flamed the miners and others inter and I felt like a new man ngnt ana draw.
celebration and Illumination on Wash
There was no one in the big field
ested in increasing the disturbance to free. They are the best medicine
Inetnn'a hlrthdav February 22. but
0
such an extent that the hall was at- have ever taken for constipation. They of featherweights In Dixon's line who
owing to a severe snowstorm the fes
tacked again." It also charges that keep the stomach sweet, liver active, had anything on him, and he had the
tivitles were postponed until February
27. John Jacob Astor illuminated his
Moyer and Lowney fled from the city bowels- - regular." O. G. Schaefer and title until Ben Jordan, a clever British&:!
er, came along and shaded him in 23
of Butte, and from, Helena tried to Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
mansion, which stood where the As
rounds at New York. But when for
tor House, a big hotel, was later erect
get wrongful control of the money and
dan appeared Dixon was well on the
OLD MISSION BELLS
ed. City hall, which had recently been
property of the Butte union. The pe
Santa Fe, Dec 24. Real old mis read to thei finish, for loose living had
once you tition also states that the members
opened, presented a glorious, appearAfter using "GETS-IT- "
ance.
"Figure to yourself the most will, never again have occasion for were assaulted, mobbed beaten up, sion bells will "be rung in front of the made inroads on his constitution. He
magnificent building in the United asking What can I do to get rid of chased from their employment and Palace of the Governors, Thursday continued to battle, however, and there
'
States in one blaze of light, from base mv corns?" "GETS-IT- "
is the first run out of the country" without re and Friday evenings, at the municipal followed the worst heating that "Little
ment to the top of thei cupola, all ar- sure, certain corn-endever known ceiving any aid rrom Moyer, Lowney Christmas tree exercises. Santa Clans Chocolate" ever met. That happened
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of the reality,"
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Best For Kidneys Says Doctor
.
tion was Ions remembered in New of your toe' and press right down on bankrupt your petitioner."
Dr. J. T. R. NeaL Greenville, So, the same boy. It wasn't long after
k
The petition adds that "for the pur- Car., says that in his 30 years of ex Dixon stopped fighting that he died.
York, for nothing so elaborate had the corn, put two drops of "GETS- IE LAS VEGAS LIGHT
ever been done before.
When Joe Gans was in his prime
IT" on that corn la two seconds. The pose of carrying out their scheme of perience he has found no preparation
corn Is then doomed as sure as night plunder," Moyer, "by stealth," at for the kidneys equal to Foley Kidney he was so easily the master1 of all the
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Pills. In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Best you lightweights that no other 133 pound
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has little and tho man who has much
can be equally happy tomorrow tf
each has a clear conscience and the
knowledge of having fulfilled his ob
ligation to his God, his neighbor and
himself. It he has fulfilled the first
two obligations the third has been
well taken care of.;

&t

Editor

the postortlca

8C0IT HOPES HE

.05
.18

Copy

One Week
'." .65
One Month
One Year....................... 7.80
Daily, by Mall
$6.00
One Year (In advance)..
3.00
Cix Month (in advance)
7.00
One Year (In arrear)
3.50
ix Month (in arrears)
AND

said his official position would make
it Impossible for him to assist In form
ing such associations, but that he
would be glad to give them all the advice possible about the problems
which they expect to solve, just as
he will be glad to assist any Individual farmer who may ask assistance.

-r

STOCK

GROWER

One Year
Six Month

$2.00
1.00

(Cash In Advance for Mail

"

SOLDIERS TO
,

against the
rcactttiftS'i'le.'.. ecessiUes of the. cam
paign demand "that I visit the lines of
operation so that. I may become ac
quainted with the necessities of the
troops and" keep In close touch, with
their movements."
A dispatoh to the state department
today says Carranza la reported to
have reached Cordoba, on the line be
tween Vera Cruz arid Mexico City.
Hie troops, it is said, have, taken live
stock and other articles at Orizaba
and other places awing the railway.
A dispatch from Mexico City states
that General Villa has taken a hoi'
there and will remaln there

Subscription.)
Remit by check, craft or money
Carranza Is Desperate
cder. If sent otherwise we will not
Tor
loss.
responsible
On Board United States Ship San
Specimen copies free on application. Diego, Mazatlan, Mexico, Dec. 23 (via
wireless to San Diego, Cal., Dec. 24).
In the hope of raising forces to
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
check Villa sentiment on the west
EXPIRATION OF TIME
coast of Mexico, General Jesus CarPAID FOR
ranza, brother of General Venustiano
Carranza, left Mazatlan today aboard
are guaranteed the the Mexican gunboat Guerrero for a
Advertisers
and
dailv
weekly circulation
Cruz, General Carranza's departlargest
of any newspaper in northern New ure followed upon iv conference here
with General Iturbe.
Mexico.
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German
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lows:
Amalgamated ' Copper ''. .4 . . , . . 50
American Sugar 'Refining' :fy. .101
Atchison
V;... 90
32
Chino Copper
97
Northern Pacific'
141 V;
Unloading by packers weakened Reading
81
The closing quotations were: Southern Pacific
pork.
ivi'.lH
Union Pacific
Wheat,. Dec. 1.2C; May 1.29.
48
Corn Dec. 66; May 72.
United States Steel
104
United States Slteel, pfd
Oats, Deo. 49; May 53.
Pork, Jan. $18.33; May $18.95.
Lard, Jan."$10.32; May $10.55.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Ribs, Jan. $10.12; May $10,4712Kansas City, Dec. 24. Hogs, receipts
8,000. Market lower. Bulk' $6.95
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
7.10; heavy $7.057.15; pigs $6.25
New York, Dec. 24. Over a score
6.75.
o? etock3, active and otherwise, deCattle, receipts 1,000. Market steady.
scended to their established low pric- Prime fed steers $9.2510.25; westes in the course of today's dull mar- ern steers $79.25; calves $69.25.
ket. There was an absence of demand
Sheep, receipts 1,000. Market higher.
Lambs $88.60; yearlings $6.75
covering. Closing sales were is fol 7.60.
.'
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SWEETWOICED
CHILDREN WILL
SING CHRISTMAS CAROLS
FOR YOU

i

custom gives great pleasure to the
children, as the singing usually occurs
in front of their houses art; just about
Chi'lettas carols oi the kind that
bed time and they fall asleep think
were sung in the
"good old
ing of the Christ and Santa CJaua.
days" will be heard on the streets of
Las Vegas tonight. Disciples of the
Christ will hear his praises sung
upon the eve of his hiatal day by FARMERS MAY MEET
ranza party was considered so uncer- bands of sweet-voice- d
children from
TELEPHONES
tain that a military guard went along the Sunday schools, of the city.
ONCE EACH MONTH
..Main 2 to keep the crew from mutiny. Inter
Business Office
The carol singing; wntch Is under
Main 9 est in any further fighting along the the direction of the Las Vegas Music
News Department
Pacific coast has died out and the sol- and Art society;, wag announced se
diers are selling their' arms and am- veral
TOGETHER
days ago, together with an ex- THEV LIKED THE GET
THURSDAY. DECEMBER 24, 1914.
munition. Troops stationed at MazatCOMSHOWN
AT
SPIRIT
the
For
of
its
fear
purpose.
planation
lan have destroyed the fortification.
MERCIAL
CLUB
LUNCH
public la not acquainted with all the
Quiet prevails along the entire coast facts, the society has asked The
M Kit BY CIIltlSTMAS
and it is freely reported that the Car
once more the deProfessor M.' It Gonzales, the agri
The Optic wishes every one of its ranza chiefs are preparing to leave Optic to publish
.
tails.
cultural
expert, says that the farmers
rwiders a Merry Christmas..
It in- tbe country
The children of the various Sunday were so pleased1 with the meeting at
drawn-ouOne
t
of
tothe
effects
the
of
vites everybody In Las Vegas, for
schools have been assigned certain the Commercial club rooms Monday
morrow at least, to cast aside his warfare has been the shrinkage In the streets rvpon which to sing. It to that they have expressed a desire to
worries and his grouchces and try to value of Mexican money, until one their purpose, to sing in front of each hold similar gatherings once a month,
nter into the spirit of the day. Christ- - peso today in Mazatlan is worth only house in which a lighted candle is dis when they can' talk over matters of
mas la essentially an occasion of good 15 cents American.
Following the singing the interest and exchange Information
The assistance of the American played..
will. Let us all exercise good will tolhead of the household will be expect- W. P. Southard, president of the Com.
l': morrow. If we meet the man or the navy was required to extricate Caped to make a small or large donation merdal olub, says the farmers are
woman we do not like, let us say tain Stewart of the Pacific Mail liner toward the erection of a! maternity perfectly welcome to hold such meetSa'n Juan from an embarrassing situ! ; ""Merry Christmas" just as warmly as
ward at the Las Vegas hospital. The ings. He says he has extended them
ation off Salina Cruz today. A Mexiwe
beloved
across
come
a
had
though
children will sing In front of. no house an invitation to make, the club quar
;
friend. If we can do this on Christ- can general who had been drinking where a candle Is not displayed, so ters their loafing place when they are
In
inas we will find ourselves doing -- it detained the vessel when she put
that persons who do not wish to be In the city.
the following day and during the en- - at that port, demanding transporta- serenaded will not be obliged to tisten
Professor Gonzales is greatly pleas
tlre year and we will feel the better tion for his troops and horses. When to unwelcome music. Candles should ed with the situation in San Miguel
an
the
Juan
San
had
been delayed
xor It.
be placed at about 8:15 o'clock.
and Mora counties. He says the nahour, however, the cruiser Raleigh
On
under
the
the
West
tive farmers have become interested
side,
one
of
have
singers,
may
Though
plenty
was seen approaching and the general
the direction of Mrs. ETmer E. Veeder, in Improving their farms and live
money, a host of friends and everyhastily withdrew his request.
will begin their singing at 6 o'clock. stock and are talking of forming as
thing his heart can wish, Christmas
On the East side the singing will sociations for the purpose of handling
cannot he to Mm a merry day unless
An unusual things is praise from a begin between 8:15 and 9 o'clock, as neighborhood betterment enterprises
his heart is right. This is what makes
of Christmas, a joyous occasion for the boxing commission,; George Chancy soon as the various Sundap schools that will enable all members to de
jpoor man as well as his more fortu- and Benny Kaufmo,n have been laud have completed their Christmas exer- rive benefits that they would be unThe Presbyterian
Commission!. cises.
Sunday able to secure without the
nate neighbor, for the former may be ed by the Cincinnati
uBual
territo
school
has
are
the
tiie
and
been
of the other men of their partic
the
other
while
with
suspension
assigned
Panning
nothing
happy
ry embraced by Third anfi Fourth, ular localities. Professor Gonzales
is unhappy with much. The man who handouts.
Sa-lln-

"

,and

-

ll

I'

lns toeot.her there may
unofficial
imon
brief
truces, by
be
streets, Thev Baptist and Christian
.
'of time.
fo!'hort
agreement-periods
on
and
will
schools
Fifth
sing
Sunday
Sixth streets. - The Methodists will These understandings have not been
unknown on other days, and they, may
sing on Seventh street and the Epi
be more frequent on Christmas day.
Next
on
street
Eighth
copaliahs
Midnight Masse
year an attempt will be made to cover
is
It
likely that at midnight open
the entire city, but this was impos
air masses will be celebrated at many The opening, which ranged from a
sible this year.
The singing o Christinas carolft.is placef back on the lines upon rough shade off to an advance of
was followed by a reaction to slightly
a beautiful custom that Is coming- to altars,
In Paris the gay midnight supper below last night's level. Trices closbo followed In the east In the larger
to
cent
cities. Las Vegas Is the first New party will not be seen; instead the ed at a net gain of
Oats held comparatively steady.
Mexico city to inaugurate it. The people will he in church at midnight

ronhpa

PLACE

-

Truces

Frencn

A Parker
Lucky Curve

'W

.

!55'i

-

'

jf

with it. New Year's day is a greater
holiday in France than is Christmas.
and if the military situation permits
it, General Joffre, the French commander In chief; will give orders that
the soldiers serving In the trenches
have to be. there
tomorrow will-no- t
on the first day ot the new year.
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mass. The churches never before
have been so full within the memory
of the city. Nowadays at every serv
ice, early or late, the sacred edifices
are crowded.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE

Chicago, Dec. 24. Bearish advices
from Argentina had a depressing effect today on the wheat market here.
Prices, after opening unchanged to
lower, underwent a moderate general
decline. Quotations closed steady, a
cents up
sixteenth down to V&
compared with last night.
Corn, although firm at the outset,
gave way subsequently with wheat.
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WE WISH you a Herry Christmas and a Happy New

Year, and

thanks to your faithful Patronage,

vye

are able to offer you

this Year a Bigger, Better and moreVaried Selection than we ever did before. After looking over it you
will realize the Uselessness of sending out of Town for anything in ourLine. The better Pieces go
'
first, you don't have to give your Presents on the 26th, let us select with you NOW.
!l'L

A CHRISTMAS GIFT
s ,rFor

,

We
v

JEWS!

Hare in Stock

ft.

9

Macjiines

From $15.00 to $75W
612

Douglas Ave
1
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Every Home on

Music in
Christ-Ma- s

Morning

the Family

"The Gift Store with the Xmasi Spirit"
III

siouli ie

every Member "of

EVEiY BAY OF THE 'YEAR

I
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Will there he a

,VIGTROLA
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The Ever Popular nillion Dollar Mystery
and the Santa Catallna Islands Keystone.
Friday an Extra Program "The Reader of Minds"

Uash-Love-Splas-

Part Thanhouser Drama.,
and Dizzy Joe's Career Komlc

nJ

Special Matineo Christmas Day
At 3 o'clock.
f

h

2

ONIQHn

...... ...

Every one Attending this Matinee will be given a Christmas Treat

Admission

)

and lOcts.

5
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WeWiHHaLve

a Fine Lot of

SEND US YOUR FLAT WORK
Our flat work service

Christmas Trees
Wreaths of all Kinds:

Bera. rancher

E.

A.

j

from

Op-

timo, was in Las Vegas today
W. E. Griffin, a business maa from
Raton, was in Las Vegas today.

:

ImVJ

Arthur Baca left today for La Lien-drewhere will spend Christmas.
M. Rudulph, a merchant from Mora,
came into town yesterday evening.
Liggett's chocolates, tne Dest and
purest candy made, at Murphey's Drug
Store. Adv.
H. J. Tompkins of Albuquerque was
in Las Vegas today to attend to some
personal affairs.
J. O. Neafus and family of the mesa
have gone to El Cuervo to spend
Christmas with friends.
L. W. Condon, a merchant from
came Into town last night. He
will spend Christmas here.
Initial letter paper and initial correspondence cards at Murphey's Drug
Store. Adv.
.
..
Joseph L. Matt, a rancher from the
vicinity of Trea Hermanas, ' was in
town today making some purchases.Charles Stevenson, a Santa Pe
passenger conductor, has gone
to Raton to spend the holidays with
his wife's family.
Beautiful designs, graceful shapes,
rich finish In Imported
handpainted
China at Murphey's Drug Store.

rall-Toa- d

v

.

Madamfer Marie C. Navarro left today fori Decatur, N. M., where she will
spend, tlfSitOlldays. Madame Navarro
is a1 teacher
Hot.Springs.,.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stillwell and Miss
Carrie KJSson left on train No. 10
for- Trinidad, where
they will
.

DRY LAW

Adv.

Bias Sanchez, editor of the Wagon
came into town
last evening on editorial business.
Alfred Matthews and Hart Davis,
ranchers from the Cherryvale district
of the mesa, came into town last night
for a short stay.
Linden Duthle, a rancher from the
neighborhood of Onava, came Into Las
Vegas last night. He will spend his
Christmas here with relatives.
The most elegant Itne of French
toilet preparaperfumes and
tions ever shown In the city at Murphey's Drug Store. Adv.
rJTR. Larkln will leave on Saturday
Mound Pantagraph,

tention and would like to review ami
discuss them fully, .but time will nat
permit. In cases like this, where a
court is asked to interfere with a state
law, the evidence should be particular
ly clear and convincing. This was not
the case in the present instance and
the injunctions prayed for are there
for In each and every case denied.''
There were four applications for" injunctions. One was filed by Rev. Mr.
Connolly, who alleged that the prohibition law infringed upon constitution
al religious rights, in that It would
prohibit the importation of wine for
sacramental purposes. The others were
filed by druggists and liquor dealers
who held that the law was confiscatory. In defense of the law, representatives of the state declared that no
court could rule that It would Inter
fere with the use of wine In establish
ed religious ceremonies.
Immediately after the decision was
rendered, attorneys for Rev. Thomas
Connolly, a Catholic priest of Tucson,
and for other petitioners, made a motion to stay the execution of the law,
pending the outcome of the appeal to
the United States supreme court. This
motion was denied, thus clearing the
way for the. law to become effective
on the date set, January 1.

pea4 Sie Christmas holidays..

COURT BOLES

1ST

GO INTO EFFECT

WAR.
(Continued From Page One.)

ARIZONA WILL BE PROHIBITION
STATE, BEGINNING JANUARY

several times, but were rearmies
pulsed by the Austro-Germa- n
Los Angeles, Dec. .24. The Arizona with heavy losses.
"Farther to the south, the siruar
prohibition law will go into effect
Is unchanged."
1.
generally'
United
States
The
special
January
tribunal from which injunctions were
The French Statement
sought to prevent Its enforcement refused to issue such injunctions, in a
Paris, Dec. 24. The French statebrief decision rendered today. Appeal ment given out this afternoon recites
to the United States supreme court a series of French successes of apwill be taken at once.
parently minor importance from the
forii?fenil, ArlzrW-herhe will atThe decision contained less than a sea on the north to the frqntier of
tend the meeting of the Arizona dozen sentences. It read:
Alsace on the south. The locations
State Teachers' association.
"We have listened to the able argu where French, troops have gained the
Miss Mabel Goin will arrive In Las ments in this ca3e with care and at-- advantage are giv-i- as along the Lys;
Vegas tonight from Raton. Miss
Goin, who Is a teacher in the Mountain City, will spend the Christmas
?N
vacation here, with nor aunt, 'Mrs. '(3
THE WAY"
"SANTA
Peter Murphy.
FIRST

.
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FEALL

Hold by the edges an aluminum pan
and an enamel pan of the same size,
so that the sides opposite your hands
are In a small flame. .You will drop
;
the aluminum pan first.
This proves'that

mi

3

99

.Aluminum Utensils

'

become heated throughout more quick
17 than enamel utensils. Food therefore can be cooked In aluminum ware
with less fear of scorching and with
utensils have
less fuel. "W.ear-Ever- "
you food and expense, time and temper.
Each "Wear-Ever- "
utensil la made
without Joints, seams or solder, from
WEAR-EVEthIck
sheet alum- inum.
Strong,
light to
IHfx.
VllhyX handle, cannot rust.
ALUMINUM cannot lorm poisonous
I eCCC7 compounds with acid
fruits 01; .foods, practic- TRADE KASJl aevenaaung
,
with
out
wear
that
utensils
Replace
R

--

X5X

utensils that

F.

Attend the Opening of the
December 31st

1914.

42.10

FOR THE

BOUl TRIP;.

''
;
-Tickets on Sale December 28, 29 6, 30,

Final return limit Jan. IS, 1915,

D. L. BATCHELOB,

Hardware

Agent.

j

1914

a

Al

$50,000.00

J. M. Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

I D.

T. Hoskins, Cashier.
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INTERESfT PAID ON TIME) DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

region of the Aisne; In Cham-tuyn- e
near Perthes; In the Argonne;
in the forest of Apremont, and near
in tiia

St. Die.
Fog prevented fighting near Arrat
and VeWun and there 'had been ar
tillery activity south o Amiens neai
Ville
and in the forest o:

CAPITAL STOQSt.

.

-

C30,GB0.G0

Sur-Turb- e,

Apremont
The text of the communication follows:
"From the sea to the Lys we mad
progress by sapping operations in the
dunes and we repulsed attacks before
Lombeartzyde. At Uwartelen, to the
southeast of Ypres, we occupied a
group of houses and we drove back as
far as the southern part of this
of the enemy;
lage a counter-attacthis was done In spite of a spirited
fire from the German artillery.
Belgian army pushed forward certain
detachments along the right bank of
the Vser to the south, of Dixmude and
organized a defensive work protect
lug the head of a bridge.
"In the region of Arraa the foa still
made all operations impossible.
To
the east and to the southeast
oi
Amiens, especially in the suburbs, ol
Lasigny, there iave been artillery ex
cnanges.
"In the region of the, Aisne, the
Zouaves during all day yesterday,
held back brilliantly a number of at
tacks; they remained masters at th(
pointj near the road of Rulsiein, hold
ing xne uerman trencnes occupied bv
us December 21.
"Jn Champagne we strengthened the
positions taken by us la our advanct
of the night before In the region t
Craconne and Rheims. In the vlci,
ity of Perthes all the counter-attack- s
of the enemy on the positions con
quered by us, December 22 were suc
cessfully repulsed. To the northwes!
of
we occupied Ger
man trenches for a distance of 400
yards and we drove back & counter-attacThe Germans endeavored to
take the offensive in the direction of
but our artillery dispersed them.
In toe, Argonne we took possession
o? apiece of grounTTrrthe forest of
La Grurie, and in the vicinity of Bagatelle we repulsed a German attack.
"In the region, of Verdun the prevalence of foqr made Impossible the
conduct of any operations of importance. The enemy delivered a counter-attack,
but without success,, in the
forest of Consenvoye.
"In the forest of Apremont our artillery demolished and caused the
to evacuate several trenches.
In the Woevre district the French artillery reduced, certain German
to silenoe.'
,
'
iix the reglort. of -Pan
k
- .. i'"o;;
the northeast ot 'fit ittfe:
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are reported to iaVe cost the Invaders
heavy losses- - The oermanB are said
to have left on the field near Skiernlewice more than 1,000 dead. This waa
only one of a eerles of stubborn

are made more difficult, owing to the
swampy nature of the valleys. Determined German attacks are reported to have been made In the center
of the entire front between Rawa and
Opoczno, on a line 30 miles east of
The Germans appear to ee feeling Plotrkow, These clashes are believed
their way for a weak point In the to have between the cavalry divisions
Russian defenses, but the operations which, are protecting the right Ger

man flank and the' left Austrian flank,
and a strong Russian column advancing on Tomaszow. Two Russian second lieutenants and eeven privates
made a bold dash, for a bivouac of
Germani artilleriests
resting alter a
day's retreat near Soldau, east Prusmorsia, and captured a
tar.

A

Mesilne-les-Hurlu-

MERRY

CHRIST1S

PROSPEROUS NEW

bat-terie-

.

Special rates to(3axwDiego-afbeing offered for this event.

SURPLUS
--

:

y

San Diego Exposition New Years Eve.

"Wear-Ever.- "

J. GEfilSISG,

CAPITAL PAID IN
H00.00O.00

economical

LHjSSrHAUNDRY

L. B. Wooters arrived in Las Vegas
last night. Mr. Wootera is the assistant traveling auditor and bank examiner of New Mexico, making his headquarters in Santa Fe.
Miss Sadie Tooker, who has been
teaching at Belen, arrived in Las
Mies Tooker
Vegas this morning.
will spend her Christmas
vacation
here with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. L. Tooker.
Mrs. Thomas Stewart arrived in
Laa Vegas today to spend the holidays with her uncle, the under sheriff
ofSan Miguel county, Felipe Lopez,
and her aunt, Mrs. Felipe Delgado.
Mrs. Stewart Is the wife of Tom Stew,
art, a forest ranger In the Pecos district.
Miss Minai Pochel arrived today
from Wagon Mound. Miss Pochel,
who has been teaching at Wagon
Mound, will spend Christmas here.
Mlssi Birdie Leonard left this afternoon for her home at Sands. She has
been visiting here for the past few
daya.-r"c-

very

:.---

PERRY ONION

PERSONALS

found

and convenient by many- h ouswivesv
We know you will appreciate it too. Simply send ail
your flat work your towels, sheets, pillow cases table.,
cloths, napkins, dollies, bed spreads, etc. These we wash and
and iron returning thera.to you. all ready for use at a. very
H
small charge.
V.
This service Is prompt, the "work is satisfactory and Hie
"..
!.
small cost makes It real economy.
Take advantage of It next week,

Holly - Mistletoe
and a nice lot of Plants and
Supplies for Christmas ....
Phone Main 276

has been

'fa

j

ipoti uu .mo lermory tnns gamed
There is nothing "to report - from upper Alsace.
"Rnssla: On the Bzura river, the
Germans have maintained themselves
in two positions. On the contrary, at
a point north of Sochaczew,
they were
driven back to the river which flows'
to the southwest of this town. Their
efforts to debouch front Bolimow resulted in failures. At the present time
the Germans are essaying to cross the
River Rawka to the southeast of
v
Skiernlewice.
"To the south of Rawa the Germans

are resisting stubbornly a pronounced
Russian offensive movement bein.- de
livered along the northern bank of thP
.
River Pilica,"
,
Petrogfajd's Version
Petrograd, Dec. 14. In the front, ol
Warsaw attempts of toe Germans If
force a crossing of the Rawka and
.uiix nvcisf iu uie east or IXwlos;c
-

uJl

i
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The Optic covers Las Vegas like a blan
ket, guaranteeing that everybody will see your ad.

THE RATE 15 CHEAP.

15he
A Novelized

laugh of the most natural effect imaginableuntil it ended in a sigh, and
without the least warning she crumpled upon herself, and would have
fallen heavily, in a dead faint, but for

Trey O' Hearts.

Version of the Motion picture Drama of the Same Name
j j 'Produced
by the Universal Film Co.

;

1

JOSEPH VANCE
Author of "The Fortune Hunter," "The Brass Bowl," "The
Black Bag," etc.
By LOUIS

Illustrated with Photographs from the Picture Production.

Louis Joseph Vance
per benTnd him when lie emerged.
CHAPTER XVIII.
As for Mr. Barcus, he suffered like
loss within five minutes; when, with
Stranded.
Mr. Thomas Barcus picked hlnisell much pains and patience having freed
up from the bottom of tbe lifeboat, tbe wheel, he climbed aboard and
where he bad been violently precipl sought to restart the motor. After
fated by the Impact of grounding: a few affecting coughs it relapsed into
"blinked and! wiped tears of pain from stubborn silence.
Studious examination at length
"his eyes, solicitously tested his nose
and seemed to derive little if any com- brought out the fact that the gasoline
fort from the discovery that It was not tank was empty.
"Not so much as a smell left," BarTroken, opened his mouth . . . and
cus reported.
remembered the presence of a lady.
"Poor Mr. Barcus!" she said gently,
"Tm so sorry. Do forget I'm here
1
and say It out loud!"
Mr. Barcus dropped his hands and
"dropped his bead at the same time.
"It can't be did," he complained In
1
embittered resignation; "the words
"
V-f- t
;
never
have
been Invented . , ."
W
la the bows Mr. Law (who had
:1
larely saved himself a headlong
,
plunge overboard when the shoal took
fast hold of the keel) felt tenderly of
Ills excoriated shins, then, rising, com- 2asBed the sea, sky and shore with an
anxious gaze.
..
In the ofllng there was nothing but
the flat, limitless expanee of the night- "bound tide, near at hand vaguely sil
vered with the moonlight, in the distances blending Into shadows; never
light or shadowy, stealing sail in
that quarter to Indicate pursuit.
"Where are weT" he wondered aloud.
"Ask me an easy one," Barcus re
plied; "somewhere on the south shore
of the cape unless somebody's been
tampering with the lay of this land.
That's a lighthouse over yonder."
Alan took soundings from the bows.
"Barely two feet," he announced,
Dug Into His Money Belt
withdrawing the oar from the water,
no use," he conceded at length,
"It's
s
no end."
''and
"We're here for keeps."
"Oh I" Barcus ejaculated with the
"Why not wade ashore?" Rose Trine
mccent of enlightenment; and leaving
from the place she
suggested
the motor, turned to the stern, over had taken mildly
In the stern in order to
which he draped himself In highly
lighten the bows. "It isn't far and
r
fashion while groping
what's one more wetting?"
water for the propeller,
"That's the only sensible remark
"That'a the answer," he repeated; that's been uttered
by any party to
s
"'there's a young bale of the said
this lunatic enterprise since you hove
wrapped round the wheel. within earshot of me, Mr. Law," said
"Which. I suppose, means I've cot to Mr.
Barcus. "Respectfully submitted."
!
o overboard and clear it away."
"The verdict of the lower - court
I
Like Mr. Law, he wore neither shoes stands
approved," Alan responded
zior other garments that could be more
gravely.
water
.
salt
than
had
damaged by
they
no sense In Miss Trine
"But
there's
een but only shirt, trousers and a
wading," Barcus suggested. "We're
as it Is, and she's too
'If you've nothing better to do, my j tired."
critical friend," he observed as be,
"Well, what then?"
tooped to hack and tear at the mass ! "We can
carry her, can't wa?"
of weed embarrassing the propeller,
"'you might step out and give us a
CHAPTER XIX.
rlal above. Don't strain yourself;
i
see
If
Just
you can move her."
"Gee!" he grunted frankly, when
The boat budged not an inch but! after a toilsome progress from th
3fr. Law's feet did, slipping on the boat, Rose at length slipped from the
treacherous mud bottom with the up- seat formed by the clasped hands ol
shot of Ms downfall; with a mighty the two men. "And it was me who
plaah lie disappeared momentarily suRKCBted this!"
Jbenealh re furfacs and left his tem
'Hie girl jesjwndd wjth a quiet
Copyright,
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Alan's Quickness.
"Good Lord!" Barcus exclaimed, as
Alan gently lowered the Inert body ol
the gtrl to the sands. "And to think
I didn't understand she was so nearly
all in chaffing her like that! I'd like

to kick myself!"
"Pon't be impatient," Alan advised
grimly; "I'm busy just at present, but
.
. . Meantime, you might fetch
some water to revive her."
It was an order by no means easy
to fill; Barcus had only his cupped
hands for a vessel, and little water
remained In them by the time he had
dashed from the shallows back to the
spot where Rose lay unconscious,
while the few drops be did manage
to sprinkle into her face availed nothing toward rousing her from the
trance-lik- e
slumbers of exhaustion Into
which she passed from her fainting
fit.

...

In the end Alan gave up the effort.
"She's all right," be reported, releasing the wrist whose pulse he hod been
timing. "She fainted, right enough,
but now she's Just asleep and needs
It would be kinder
it, God knows!
to let her rest, at least until I see what
sort of a reception that lighthouse is
inclined to offer us."
"You'll go, then?" Barcus Inquired.
"I'd Just as lief, myself
No; let me," Alan insisted. "It's
not far not more than a quarter of a
mile. And she'll be safe enough here.
In your care, the little time I'm gone."
Barcus nodded. His face was drawn
and gray in the moon-glar"Thank
God!" he breathed brokenly, "you're
able. I'm not."
He sat down suddenly and rested his
head on his knees. "Don't be longer
than you , can help," he muttered
thickly.
He had come to the headland of
.the lighthouse itself before the ground
began to shelve more gently to the
beach; and was on the point of addressing himself to the dark and silent
cottage of the llghtkeeper when he
paused, struck by sight of what till
then had been hidden from him.
The promontory, ho found, formed
the eastern extremity of a
if shallow harbor where rode at moorings a considerable number of small
craft pleasure vessels assorted about
equally with fishing boats. And barely
an eighth of a mile on,
In the water,
wharves stood knee-dee- p
like tentacles flung out from the sleepy
little fishing village that dotted the
rising ground a community of perhaps two hundred dwellings.
Nor was this all even as Alan hove
In view of the village he heard a series
of staccato snorts, the harsh tolling of
a brazen bell, the rumble of a
pulling out from a station. And then
he saw its jewel-strinof lights Sash
athwart the landscape and vanish a
Its noise died away diminuendo.
Where one train ran another must.
He need only now secure something
to revive Rose, help her somehow up
the beach, and in another hour or two,
of a certainty, they would be speeding northwards, up the cape, toward
Boston and the land of law and order.
Such thoughts as these, at least,
made up the texture of his hopes; the
outcome proved them somewhat too
presumptuous. He Jogged down a

..."

wide-arme-

d

long-legge- d

g

quiet village street and" into the railroad station just as the agent was closing up for the night.
A surly citizen, this agent,
to have his plans disordered by chance-flunstrangers. He greeted Alan's
breathless query with a grunt of Ingrained churlishness.
"Nub," he averred, "they ain't no
more trains till mornin'. Can't y' see
I'm shuttin' up?"
"But surely there must be a telegraph station"
"You bet your life they is right
here in this depot. An' I'm shuttin' it
; ...
up, too." .
"Has the operator gone for the
night?"
"He's going. I'm the op'rator. No
bMsh.eHS transacted after office hours.
Call raound at eight o'clock tomorrow mornin'. Now if you'll Jest step
cut of that door, I'll say g'd night to
you."
"But I must send a telegram," Alan
protested. "I tell you. I must. It's
a matter of life and death."
"Sure, young feller. It always is
after business hours."
"Won't you open up again "
"I tell yon, no!"
In desperation Alan rammed a hand
Into his trousers pocket. "Will a dollar influence your better Judgment?"
he suggested shrewdly.
"Let's see your dollar," the other returned with no less craft open incredulity informing his countenance.
And, surely enough, Alan brought
forth an empty hand.
"Make a light," he said sharply. "My
money's in a belt round my waist.
Open your office-- . Tou'll get your dollar, all right."
"All right," he grumbled, reopening
the door of the telegraph booth and
making a second light inulde. "There's
blanks and a pencil. Write your message. It ain't often I do this but I'll
make an exception for you."'
Alan delayed long enough only to
make a few Inquiries, drawing out
the information that, for one who had
not patience to wait the morning
train northbound, the quickest way
to any city of importance was by boat
across Buzzard's bay to New Bedford.
Boats, it was implied, were plentiful, readily to be chartered.
A time-tablsupplied all other needful advice. Alan wrote his mcsrags
wiftly. Addressed to Digby, his man of
business In New York, it required that
gentleman to arrange for motor-co- r
to be held In waiting on the waterfront of New Bedford from 8:00 a. m.
until called for la the name of Mr.
Lnw, as well as for a special train at
Providence, on similar provisions.
g
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(Continued on Page Seven)
Why They Recommend Foley's Honey
and Tar.
P.

A.

Efird, Conejo, Calif.

because

it produces the best results, always
cures severe colds, sore chest and
lungs and does not contain opiates
or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. Taylor, Luthervllle, Ga. because "I believe it to be an honest medicine and
It satisfies my patrons." W. L. Cook,
Nelhart, Mont because "It gives the
best results for coughs and colds of
anything I sell." Every user !a a
friend. O. G, Schaefer and Red Cross
,Drug Store. Adv.

Lost

SECTARIAN SCHOOLS
NUUBEE
TWENTY OF

T5he

THIRTY-NIN- E

THIS NUMBER

OPTIC

NEW MEXICO ARE RUN
BY CATHOLICS

.

pu-pil- ft

Small black purse containing
calling cards and large sum of
money, between Plaza Trust and
Savings bank and Hoffman &
Return to Red Cross Drug
Store and receive liberal reward.
Grau-.barth'-

IN

Santa Pe, Dec. 2f. There are 39
private and sectarian schools in New
Mexico, with 242 teachers, 6,589 pu
pils enrolled and a daily average attendance of 4,209.
This interesting Information was
gleaned today from statistics compiled by Professor R. P. Asplund and
Statistician Paul Hall of the department of public instruction at the cap-ito-l.
The figures will be used by Superintendent Alvan N. White In his
official report to the governor.
As regards the denominations of the
schools, statistics show there are 20
Catholic schools with 142 teachers,
pupils enrolled and 3,036 in aver-eg- e
dally attendance. There are 13
Presbyterian echoolB wftn 16 teachers,
978 pupils enrolled and 568 in average
attendance. There are five Congre
gational schools with 16 teachers, 316
pupils enrolled and 210 in average at
tendance; three Methodist Episcopal
schools with 21 teachers, 213 pupils
enrolled and 139 in average attendance; one Christian Reformed school
with two teachers, 30 pupils enrolled
one
and 24 In average attendance;
Holiness College witft five teachers,
58 pupils enrolled ana ov fn average
attendance; one Seventh Day Aventr
ist school with two- teachers, 21 pupils
enrolled and 18 in average daily attendance.
In addition there are five private
schools, with eight teachers, 284
enrolled and 171 In average daily
attendance.
There are at the present time 26
United States Indian schools' In New
Mexico, Including day and boarding
schools, with 2,291 children enrolled
and 1,898 In average daily attendance.
There are 141 teachers.
Thf total value of property of higher educational institutions, which
have reported already directly to the
governor, amounts to $1,242,158. The
total expec itures for the year ending
June 30, 1914, were $476,125.10, of
which $180,512.32 was for salaries of
There were
teachers and employes.
126 lnstructora and 1,336 students.

LOST
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COLUMN

homesteads; advance infer,
nation ? counties San Miguel, Guadalupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; win give
sections subject to entry; retainer
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira H.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,
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FONDNESS

FOR

QUEER PETS

Horses, Dogs and Cats Not the Only
'

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
FOR CLASIFIED ADVER
TISEMENTS .

RATES

Animals Made the Companions
of Man.

The stir caused in London recently

by the pet pig escorting an American
lady recalls other instances where pigs
Five cents per line each insertion. have played the role of faithful comEstimate six ordinary words to a line, panions.
In Persia, although the law forbids,
No ad to occupy less space than two
pigB are cherished, not as butcher's
lines. All advertisements
charged meat, but as companions. Some years
will be booked at space actually set ago the British consul there had a
pet
without regard to number of words, pig which attended him when shootCati. In advance preferred.
ing, "pointed" the birds, and then retrieved them. The careless servants
could not be trusted to keep It Indoors,
and It tracked its master by scent.
Sir Walter Scott had a fondness for
pigs, and Lockhart tells a story much
FIRST CLASS dressmaKIng.
Prices like the above.
Lord Gardenstone, an eminent Scots
reasonable. 1103 Lincoln avenue.
Judge, had a great regard for pigs.
WANTED
Good girl for second work. One slept In his bed at night until it
1029
Seventh became unwieldy, then it slept upon
Apply
Saturday.
his clothes, arranged on the floor for
street.
its convenience.
Sir William Jones had a fancy for
WANTED High grade salesman with tortoises. It is recorded
by a friend
auto and $300, capable to manage of the great man that after dinner he
Pos would suddenly shout, in a loud voice:
exclusive territory for Auto-Lux- e
.

"

itive Puncture Remedy, a guaran
teed product; retails at $2.50 per
can; trial can, regular size, $1.60
postpaid. Address Chaa. Milton, 6U3
Wesley Roberts Building, Los Ange
les, California.

"Othello!" and a very large turtle

re-

sponded, crawling from the next room.
It usually made its way to Sir Wil-

liam's chair and there remained, ha
feeding It with food especially to Its
'
liking.
'One of the strangest instances where
a freak pet was allowed, unusual freedom happened at L t erj ool some years
ago, when a gentleman walked up
-IT Vm
4
from the docks with a lion in attendance. As be pointed out to the magisFOR RENT Suite of housekeeping trate, it was evidently an amiable
creature, for it did not resent the arrooms.
1103 Lincoln. Phone 367.
rest of its master. The court, how.
Wheezing! n the lungs indicates that FOR RENT Modern furnished flat, ever, thought otherwise, and steps
were taken to avoid a recurrence.
heated. 511 Ninth street "
phlegm la obstructing the eir pas
HUKKMUUWU
BALLARD'S
sages.
Lots of Letters.
SYRUP loosens the phlegm so that it
Little Marlon and Aenes wars nlav- can be coughed np and ejected. Price
m3
tng In the yard one morning as th
25c, SOc and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
mail man passed.
Central Drug Co. Adv.
"Oh. Agnes, look." cried Marion. "I
7 registered
Durham
FOR SA1
cows. Apply H. K. Leonard, San think he is going Into your house."
"Yes, he is." replied Agnes, "we set
Jose, N. M, or L. Sands.
lots of letters. Why. sometimes w
illlCIIESTER PILLS
get as many as three or four at a.
... ' ,
? ,W
. Ik 1., t.m f
FOR SALE Three old houses to be time."
removed from present lots. Must
'That's nothimr." ejaculated Marion.
Ribbon. V
hoxas, sealed wtlh
iS8ir. But
Tor
be torn down or moved at once. Ap- scornfully, "you ought to see the let- V(. 1 llmidJt. Atkft:HM:fi!..TKWS
SH' ..N l!IU,M fSi.t.Klt Hi
i V
ply Investment and Agency Corpo- ters my father gets at the first of
it
t
every month."
ration, 603 Lincoln Ave.
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!n the passion of his" indfenatlo
Alan neglected entirely to play th
game by the rules. The Indifference
he displayed toward the weanon wf
for he
positively unprofessional
knocked U aside as if it had been
nothing more dangerous than a straw.
And In the same flutter of an eyelash
he launched himself like a wildcat at
the throat of Mr. Breed.
Before that on knew what was ban
pening he had gone over the stern
and had Involuntarily disarmed himself as well.- The other two men made a sad business of attempting to overpower Mr.
Barcus. In less than a minute they
were both overboard.
-And Just for this," Alan said before
getting out of earshot "I'm going to
in your
treat my party to a
pretty powerboat"
this speech abruptly
.. He concluded
as Barcus brought them up under the
quarter of the power cruiser.
Within two minutes the motor was
spinning contentedly, the mooring had
been slipped, and the motorboat was
heading out of the harbor.
Within five minutes she had left it
well astern and was shooting rapidly
westward, making nothing of the buffets of a very tolerable sea kicked up
by the freshening southwesterly wind.
"My friend," observed Alan, "at
our acquaintance ripens I am more
and more impressed that neither of us
wag born to die a natural death.

T R. E Y

O' HEARTS
(Continued from

Page Six)

But cow, though he was all unconscious of the fact, he went no more
lone.

His shadow in the moonlight kept
htm company upon the sands; and
above, on the edge of the bluffs, another shadow moved on parallel-coursand at a pare sedulously patterned after his.
He found his sweetheart and his
'friend much as he had left them, with
this difference tha M Barcus now
(lay flat on his back and snoring
lustily. ;
He was wakened quickly enough,
ihowever, by Alan's news.
But when It was the turn of Rose
ithey faltered. Bhe lay so still, be
trayed her exhaustion so patently in
every line of her unconscious posture,
as well as in the sharp pallor of her
face upturned to the moon, that it
jseemed scarcely less than downright
Inhumanity to disturb her.
None the less, it had to be done.
Alan hardened his heart with the reminder of their urgent necessity, and

joy-rid-
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Two

Men Shadowed

eventually brought her to with the
aid of a few drops of brandy.
Between them, they helped her up
the beach, past the point, and at length
ito the door of the hotel, where reanl-- .
mated by the mere promiee of food
Hose disengaged their aims and entered without more assistance; while
Barcus was deterred from treading
her heels in his own famished eager-mesby the hand of Alan falling heav-Uupon his arm.
"Walt I" the latter admonished In
"Look there I "
Barcus followed the direction of his
saeture and was transfixed by the
sight of a rocket spearing into the
d
sky from a point invisible beyond tbe headland of the lights,
y

i

half-whispe-r.

j

i

night-drape-

house.

The two consulted one another with
startled and fearful eyes.
As with one voice they murmured
To this Alan
one word: "Judith!"
added gravely: "Or some spy of

"

tiers!"

Then rousing, Alan released his
friend, with a smart shove urging him
.across the threshold of the hotel.
"Go on," he insisted, "Join Rose and
get your supper. I'll be with you as
soon as I can arrange for a boat. Tell
.bar nothing more than that that 1
thought it unwise to wait until everybody was abed before looking round."
He turned to find his landlord approaching froin ibe direction of the
'note! barroom. And for the time It
seemed that the wind of their luck
Ust have Veered to a favoring quar- fteri for the question was barely
before the landlord lifted a willtowns-fma'ing voice and hailed a fellow
Idling nearby.
"Hey, Jake come here!"
Introduced as Mr. . Breed, Jake
pleaded guilty to Ownership of the
faBteet and stanchest power-cruise- r
rin the adjacent waters, which he was
'tvarlctously keen to charter.
They observed haste religiously;
'within ten minutes they stood upon a
float at the foot of a flight of wooden
steps down the side of the town wharf,
while the promised rowboat of Mr.
Breed drew in, at most leisurely pace,
to meet them.
Aboard and away, from the wharf,
the burden of Alan's solicitude seemed
ito grow lighter with every squeal
of the greaseless oarlocks, with ev--,
ery dip and splash of the blades
;which, wielded by a crew of villainous
ountenance, brought them nearer the
handsome motorboat which Mr. Breed
designated as his own. It waa not
until Alan looked up suddenly to find
;Mr. Breed covering him with a revolver of most vicious character that
he had the least apprehension of any
danger nearer than the offing, where
ljudith's schooner might be lurking,
waiting for its prey to' come out and
!be devoured.
of yours,
"I'll take that money-bel- t
young feller," Mr. Breed announced,
"and be quick about it not forgetting
what's In your trousers pqeet!
j

d

n

'

...

J

Him.

whether abed or at the hands of those
who dislike us; but rather to be
hanged as common pirates."
""You haw the courage of lgn
ranee," Barcus replied coolly; "11
you'll take the trouble to glance astern
I promise you a sight that will move
you to suspend judgment for the time
!
being." a..
At this Alan sat up with a start
Back against the loom of the Eliza
beth Islands through which they had
navigated while he nodded, shone the
e
sails of an able schooner.
Sheets all taut and every inch of
canvas fat with the beam wind, she
footed it merrily In their wake a silver jet spouting from her cutwater.
milk-whit-

iftlTs wheel. "I've got a scheme!"
As for his scheme he had none
e
her than to give them battle, to
himself if need be, to make sure
(he escape of Rose.
Sheer luck smiled on him to this
extent, that In turning his eye lighted
on a four-foo- t
length of stout, three- inch scantling, an excellently for
mldable club.
But soon, Disarmea, nis case was
desperate and there were two already safe upon the dock and others
sac-iflc-

madly scrambling up to reinforce
them.
Wildly he cast about for some substitute weapon, ha leaped toward a
small pyramid of little but heavy kegs,
and seizing one, swung it overhead
and cast it full force into the midriff
of his nearest enemy; so that this one
doubled up convulsively, with a elck-is-h
grunt, and vanished In turn over
the end of the wharf. ..."
.,';.
His fellow followed with less injury.
But Alan had no time to wonder
whether the man had tripped and
thrown himself in bis effort to escape
a second hurtling keg, or had turned
coward and fled. It was enough that
he bad returned, precipitately and
heavily, to tbe schooner.
The keg, meeting with no resistance,
pursued him even to the deck, where
the force of Its impact spilt Its seams.
- None of the combatants, however,
Alan least of all, noticed that the powder that filtered out was black and
coarse. Alan, Indeed, had only the
haziest notion that they were powder-keg- s
he used as ammunition. That
they were heavy and hurt when they
collided with human flesh and bone
was all that Interested him.
In tbe same breath he heard a
friendly voice shout warning far up
the dock, and knew that Barcus was
coming to his aid.
A glance
too, discovered the cause, of the warning; two
men who had thus far escaped his
attentions were maneuvering to fall
upon him from behind. The bound
required to evade them brought him
face to face with Judith as she landed
on the dock.
"Oh," she cried, "I hate you, I hate
you "
"So you've said, my dear, but "
His final words were not audible
even to himself. In his confidence
(now that Barcus was taking care of
the others) and his impatience with
the woman, and in his perhaps unworthy wish to demonstrate conclusively how cheap he held her, Alan
had tossed the pistol over the end of
the wharf.
It was an
weapon, and
the force with which it struck the
deck released tbe hammer.
Instantly the .44 cartridge blazed
into the open head of a broken powder
keg.
And with a roar like the trump of
doom and a mighty gust of flame and
smoke the decks of the schooner were

....

riven and shattered;
tered and fell
CHAPTER

her masts

tot-

THURSDAY.

DECEMBER

In the succeeding quarter-hou- r
the
calmness of fatalism became Alan's.
They were biding their time for some
secret and fatal purpose. The blow
was predestined to fall, but cruelly deferred.
For his own part, he drove like an
exceptionally cunning madman. .
And then, quite clearly, he recognized the time and the place and the
character or the road that lay befora
him as tbe car sped like a dragon-fi- j
down a slight grade.
From the bottom of the grade It
swung away in a wide, graceful curve,
bordered for some distance by railroad
level.
tracks on a slightly
He had guessed toe fiendish plan of
the other driver only too truly.
As they approached at express
speed the stretch where the road par
alleled tbe tracks Alan sought to hug
side of the road, but la
the
lr-,-

left-han-

vain.

Roaring, with its muffler cut out, the
pursuing car swept up and baffled biin,
bringing Its right forward wheel up
beside the left rear wheel of his car,
then more slowly forging up until,
with its weight, bulk and superior
power, it forced him inch by Inch to
the right, toward the tracks, until bis
right-hanwheels left the road and
run on uneven turf, until the
wheels as well lost grip on thg road
metal, until the car began to dip on
the slope to the tracks.
He heard the far hoot-too- t
of a
freight locomotive
There followed a maniac moment,
when the world was f upside down.
Alan's car slipped and skidded, swung
sideways with frightful momentum
toward the railroad tracks, caught its
wheels against the ties, and . . .
The sun swung in the heavens like a
ball on a string. There was a crash, a
roar . . . There was nothing ob.

d

left-han- d

...

...

livion

The car had turned turtle, pinulng
Rose and Alan beneath It.
"Alan!" she gasped. "You are not
killed?"
"No not even much hurt, I fancy,"
he replied. "And you?"
"Not much "
The
roar of the locomotive bellowing danger silenced htm.
He closed his eyes.
Then abruptly the weight was lifted
from his chest. He saw a man dragging Rose from under the machine,
and saw that the man was Marrophat.
And almost immediately someone lifted his head and shoulders, caught him
with two hands beneath his arm pits
and drew him clear of the machine.'
And the face of his rescuer was the
face of Judith Trine.
The crash he had expected, of the
car being crumpled up by the oncoming locomotive, did not follow.
As he scrambled to his feet, hie first
glance was up the traGk, and discovered the train slowing to a halt.
His next was one of wonder for the
countenance of Judith Trine as she
stood, at a little distance, regarding
him; her look almost illegible, a curious compound of passions coloring it
relief, regret, hatred, love
His third glance descried beyond
her the figures of Marrophat carrying
Rose In his arms, stumbling as he ran
toward his car on the highroad.
He moved precipitately to pursue,
but found his way barred by Judith.
"No!" she cried violently. "No, you
shall not!"
Her hand sought the grip of a revolver that protruded from her pocket
With a short, hysterical gasp, he began to laugh.
"What!" he taunted her "again?"
"Think what you like!" she cried in
a frenzy. "You saved me oncenow I
spare you. We're quits. But next
deep-throate- d

...

XXI.

Anticlimax.
Alan came to himself supported by
Barcus his senses still reeling from
the concussion of that thunderbolt
which he had so unwittingly loosed
the cloud of sulphurous smoke and yet
dissipated by the wind.
Judith lay at his feet, stunned; and
round about other figures of men Insensible, if not, for all he could say,
dead.
And then Barcus was hustling him

unceremoniously down the wharf.
CHAPTER XX.
"Cornel Come!" he rallied Alan.
"Pull yourself together and keep a
Hell-Firstiff upper Up. Rose is waiting In
But by this etage In his history Mr. the car, and if you don't want to be
Law had arrived at a state of mind arrested you'll stir your stumps, my
immune to surprise at the discovery son! That explosion is going to bring
that he had once more failed to elude the worthy burghers of New Bedford
the vigilance and pertinacity of the buzzing round our ears like a swarm
woman who sought his life.
of hornets!'
He viewed the schooner with no
His prediction was justified even
more display of emotion than resided before it was made; already the nearin narrowing eyelids and a tightening by dwellings were vomiting
of the muscles about his mouth.
humanity; already a score of
"Much farther to goT" he Inquired people were galloping down toward
the head of the wharf; and in their
presently, in a colorless voice.
"At our present pace say, two number a policeman appeared as If by
hours."
magic.
"And will that enable us tt hold
An2 while the man hesitated Alan
our own?"
grabbed him by the shoulder, tlirew
"Jv.t about," Barcus allowed-- , squint him bodily from the Car, dropped into
ing critically at the chase; "she's his seat, cried a warning to Rose, and
some footer, that schooner; and this threw in the clutch. The machine reIs just the wind she likes best."
sponded without a jar; they were a
"How much lead have we got?"
hundred feet distant from the seen
"A mile or so none too much."
of the accident before Alan was fairly
"Anything to be done to mend mat- settled in his place.
ters?"
As he grew more and more calm, he
"Nothing but pray, If you remem- congratulated himself on having drawn
an excellent car in the lottery of
ber how."
f
In the end they made it by a narrow chance. It was light, but the motor
margin. The face of Judith Trine waa ran famously, and if not capable of
chill gray a racing pace It would serve his ends
distinctly revealed
light of early dawn to those aboard as speedily as waa consistent with
the power cruiser as she swept up reasonable care for the life of the
reaches of New Bedford woman he loved
through-th- e
harbor and aimed for the flret wharf
Yet his congratulations were prema
that promised a fa!" landing on the ture; they were not ten minutes out
main waterfront of the city.
of the environs of the city when Rose
There was neither a policeman nor left her seat and knelt behind his, to
a watchman of any sort in sight
communicate the Intelligence that
Nor was there, for all his hopes and they were already being pursued.
prayers, based on tbe telegram to
A heavy touring car, she said It was,
Dlgby, a sign of a motor car.
driven by a man, a woman in the
Still, not much of the street waa seat by his side Judith the latter, the
revealed. The docks on either hand man an old employe of "her father'
were walled and roofed, cutting off tbe by the name of Marrophat
view.
Marrophatl
If they ran for it, they must surely
Alan remembered that one.
be overhauled. Something must be
He could only trust In his skill as
done to hinder tbe crew of the a driver, and skill is the lesser factor
schooner from landing.
in such a race. .
"Here!" he cried sharply to Barcus.
They could overtake the fugitives
"You take Rose and hurry to the practically when they would.
I
street and find that motor-car- .
But for some weird, Incomprehenknow she's there. Digby never failed sible reason they chose to hang a cerme yet!"
tain distance In the rear, a distance
"But you"
that could readily be bridged by two
"Don't waste time worrying about minutes of furious driving.
me. I'll be with you in three shakes.
Why?
I'm oni' CQlS la P.U1 a Soke, In Juhalf-clothe- d

time"

"0 rot!" he interjected.

"You will

riff

24, 1914.
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ohe

ering'the little distance between him
and the car.
As she Jumped into this and dropped
down upon the seat beside her
sister, Marrophat swung the
car away.
It vanished in a
d
as a
throng of railroad employes surrounded and assailed him with clamorous
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NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
No. 7659.

o'clock. Visiting members are corEd Lewis, President;
dially welcome.
James Cook, secretary; J. T. Buhler,

treasurer.
In the District Court for the County
MODERN WOODMEN QT AMERC.
of San Miguel, in the Fourth Judicial
y ,
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
District of the Stale of New Mexico. vited. Guy U Gary. W. M..
8. Van
Lcve at O. R. C. hall, oa the second
The Mutual Building and Loan Asso Pettea. Secretary.
and fourth Tuesdays of each month a4
ciation of Las Vegas,
VEGA
NO.
LAI
2, 3 p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul; Q,
COMMANDERY,
Plaintiff.
Reflvs.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Losecond
Wells Ward, et a!s.
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es
l 'tular. conclave month
at Ma-- pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
la eeh
Defendants.
To: Wells Ward, Monterville Ward, sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
S. A. D. Ward, Jane Price, Tildie- Hale, Smith, B. C; Cha. Tamme, Recorder. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets sectnd aai
each
fourth Thursday
J. II. Ward, George W. Ward, Ther- evening
man A. Ward, B. F. Ward, Mada LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY month at W. O. W. hall. Vlsitlnj
AL ARCH MA80NS Rejjular convo- brothers cordially invited Howard T.
Sammons, A. II. Ward, Leman Ward,
'
Marie Ward, London Ward, Ada
cation first Monday In each Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
month at Masonlo Temple
Ward, Carl Ward, Ada Copley, Sarah
at 7:30 . m. P. A. Brinegar, KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COU
Preston, Docie Mills, Joseph William
CIL NO. 804 Meets second an!
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secrs- son, Albert Williamson, Adda Mills,
Blanche Cruin, Julias Williamson.
fourth Thursday in O. ft C. hall
tary.
Ferrell Williamson, Elsie Williamson,
Pioneer bunlding. Visiting members
Manasha Williamson, Roy Williamson, I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. are cordially invited. Colbert (X
Hubert Williamson, Vasa Venters,
4. Meets every Monday evening at Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
Larcy Dingus, Arnold Dingus, Tona their hall on Sixth street All visitsng
GEO. H. HUNKER
Dingus, Verdie Dingus, Unknown Heirs brethern cordially Invited to attend.
1
of Mlnta Farley, deceased, Unknown A. T. Rogers, Sr., N. G.; W. W. Smith,
Attorney-at-LaHeirs of George AV. Ward, deceased, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
certain of the defendants la the above Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Iledgcock,
W. P. BOAL, m. d.
entitled cause:
Cemetery Trustee
You and each of you are hereby no
Office at Residence 703 Lincoln Av.
Calls answered day or night.
tified that an action or suit to fore B. P.
ELKS Meets second and
close a mortgage has 'been commenced
fourth Tuesday evening of each
OR, P. B. HUXMANN
against you and eacn of you in the month Elks' home on Ninth street
Dentist
above entitled District Court by The and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Dental work of any descriptloa i
Mutual Building and Loan Association are cordially Invited. Wni. II. Springof Las Vegas, plaintiff; said cause er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Semoderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phoa
being numbered and entitled on the cretary,
Main 381. Residence Phone Main tit- docket of said court as above set
forth ; that the general objects of said KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
action and the nature of the relief
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets In
LOCAL TIME MED
therein prayed for are as follows: W. O. W hall. Sixth street, on the
That said plaintiff have judgment for first and third Mondays of each
East Bound
I2292.S6 with Interest from Nov. 17, month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers
Desert
Arrive
1914 at 8 per cent per annum until and Ladies
always welcome. O. L. No, I.... 7:10 p. m..... 7:41 . St.
paid, for principal, interest and attor Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont No. 4.. ..11:64
11:11 & &
p. m
neys fees on a promissory note exe ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow, No.
1: 14 a. &
...
1:26 a, m
cuted and delivered by said George Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. No.
:
1:18 p. m
B. &
W. Ward, deceased, In his life time, W. Montague Assistant Deputy,
1011
Bouna
Wot
to said plaintiff, for $2000, dated Sept. Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. Ml
Arrive
Devar
6, 1910, payable two years after the
No. 1... 1:10 p. m.... 1:11 f
date thereof, with Interest at 8 per FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO. No. I... 1:15 a. m ... 1:4 a ft
cent per annum, and attorneys fees;
102 Meets every Monday night in No.
4:11
7... 4:20 B. m..
also for the costs of this action; also O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
.
No. I... 4:11 9 m...
to foreclose a certain mortgage exe
cuted and delivered to said plaintiff
New York gets the cream of ChriBt
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
by said George W. Ward, deceased, In mas boxing, the bout between Freddii
Probate
Court, San Miguel County,
his lifetime, dated Sept, 6, 1910, to se
Welsh and Frankie Callahan.
New Mexico.
cure the payment of said promissory
In the matter of the estate of Georgenote covering the following described
W. Griggs, deceased.
land and real estate,
To
Whom It May Concern: Notice?
Those certain lots, tracts and par
is hereby given that the final report
cels of land and real estate situate,
of the administrator in the above enlying and being In the county of San
titled estate has been fUed In said
Miguel and State of New Mexico, and
and that Monday the 1st day
court,
described as follows, to wit: Lots 16
of
1915, has been set by
February,
and 17 in Block 7 of Las Vegas Town
court for the hearing of objections
the
Company's Addition to Las Vegas,
to the same and the final settlement
now city of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
of said estate.
said
official
on
of
as shown
the
plat
Dated this 24th day of December,
Addition, etc., with the hereditaments
WILLIAM G. HAYDON,
1914.
vr
II
.'.
and appurtenances;
Administrator.
That unless said defendants pay the
amount adjudged by sad court to
Subscribe for The Optic.
be due and payable to said plaintiff,
within 90 days from the date of such
judgment, that the said land and real
estate be sold under the order of said
OFFICERS AND:DIKECTORS
Kast haa Vegaa. K M.
H. W. Kelly, President
court to pay the said judgment, with
Albuquerque, N.'M,
t.
Jacob Gross,
Pecos, N. M.
costs, expenses, interest and attorneys
&
Clarence Iden, Secy. Trcas.
Trinidad. Colo.
fees, and that plaintiff may have genDonald Steward,
Rowe,N. M.
C. O. Bobbins,
Santa Fe, N. M.
eral relief; all of which will more
fully appear by reference to said complaint on file in said cause.
That unless you, said named defendants, enter your appearance in said
cause on or before the 21st day of
INQORPORA TCO
January, A. D. 1915, judgment by default or decree pro confesso will be
Wholesale Grocers
entered against you and each of you
In said action or suit.
'
Said plaintiff's attorney Is A. T.
WOOL, HIDES& PELTS, LUMBER.
Rogers, Jr., whose office ana postoiflce address is First National Bank
NAVAJO BLANKETS
BAIN WAGONS
Building, East Las Vegas, N. M.
EAGLE HAY PRESSES
Witness my hand and seal this 2nd
day of December, A. D. 1914.
(Seal of Court)
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LORENZO DELGADO,

Cleark of said District Court
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Catarrh Cannot be Cured
With LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh Is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure It you
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly upon the blood and mu
cous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is
It was pre
not a auack medicine.
scribed by one of the best physicians
In this country for years and is a reg
ular prescription. It is composed of
the best tonics known, combined wita
the best blood purifiers, acting direct
ly on the mucous surfaces. 'The per
fect combination of the two ingre
dients Is what produces such wonderful results in curing catarrh. Send
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pilla for
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The Face of Judith W
Revealed.

'

Distinctly

nevsr have the courage to pull that
trigger when I'm helpless in your
hands!"
The hot blood mantled her exquisite
face like red Are. Bhe caught her
breath with a sob, then flung wildly
at him:
"Well, If you must know it's true,
I can't bring myself to kill you. 1
would to God I could. But I can't
For all that, you shall die I could not
save you If I would! And this I prom
ise you you shall never see Rose
again before you die!
And while he stood gaping, she
swung from bJni.eJil ran. r?ickly cov-
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CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom
MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth

OTUAaT

among those who

most

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ada In this newspaper want

(sj-- a

are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used wachfaery aM
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical
ments.
WANT ADS are inexpensive,

FIED.

Try them.
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IN THE OLD ARCADE

BOXER PUTS UP CLEVER EXHIBI- IN TRAINING THIS
THEY PROMISE TO MAKE THE
,TION
'
!
AFTERNOON
NEW YEAR'S BALL SEASON'S
BIG . EVENT
On account of the extreme cold in
the armory, Young Duran, who Is
On
the

members
Saturday morning
ol the East Las Vegas fire department
etart out on their ticket selling
annual
campaign for the thirty-fourtNew Year's dance of the department.
At the Bame time the fire fighters
Will approach the merchants and so- ?icit donations of merchandise to be
presented as prizes."
The men of the fire departments
here do a great work, which is absolutely without rewaw. They want to
have the satisfaction of knowing that
the public at least appreciates their
unselfish devotion of time and risk
of life end limb. Come across on Saturday and ehow the hoys of the department that Las Vegas is grateful.

'

and

Tonight

Sincere and Hearty for

A Merry

Store

IN FRUIT WE HAVE

w

Extra Fancy California and Arizona Naval Oranges, Florida Grapefruit, Extra Fancy Apples in a large variety, California and Spanish
Grapes, Cluster Raisins, Fancy Table Pears, Jumbo Bananas, Figs,
Kites, Cranberries.

;

,

ALL KINDS OF FRESH NUTS
FRESH

VEGETABLES
We have everything

I

the Market affords

IN CANDIES

1

A

large variety from

10c

to 40c per pound

THIS STORE WILL BE OPEN" EVENINGS

IKE

UNTIL

DAVIS

con l nn d

if

CHRISTMAS

T

c"h

vj o o d

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
'

I

of Main

fhon Malni 1

The Best Flour in the Market
is the cheapest and most satisfactory.
w

hour

I

And If you will ask
housekeepers

i

which

is the best most of them will
tell you they have found Pure

With Compliments
of the Season
and

-

i

"Bhe

i

507 Sixth St.
The most modern Cleaning
plant in the city.
Come in and see how we do
your work.

'

patronage.

past forty years is extended by the

F. M. KELLER, G. H. BEARUP

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

Juan, B. Baca, a resident of Anton
chico, has applied at the court house
for $14 'bounty on four coyotes and
three wild cats killed by him' recently
near Tecelotlto;
JOHN

J. II.

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the

A

Ail Work Guaranteed

Sincere Appreciation
of your generous

YORK

Grocer and Baker

Word has reached Las Vegas of the
destruction by fire on December 22
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged Oifl the residence on tlhe Theodore
Particulars have not
In wood. Direct from the distillery to Hainlen ranch.
ranch is located in
The
learned.
been
Adv.
course.
you. At the Lobby, of
the neighborhood of Beulah.
The sweetest and purest candy In
Mr. and Mra. G- M. Gutierrez are
the city at Nlurphey's Drug Store. In
handsome, ribbon tied embossed boxes the proud parents of an
from 10c to $5 a box. Adv.
baby boy. Young Mr. Gutierrez arrived early this morning. Both mother
son are doing welL Mr. Gutierrez
and
Seventeen quart enamel dish pan.
Good quality uniform gray mottling is the ticket, clerk at the local Santa
on heavy steel base. Strong handles. Fe office.
Salo price, 40c.
A remarkable value.
On account of the usual rush of
F. J. Gehring. Adv.
business on Christmas eve and the
Writing paper. Can you imagine a fact that the members will be prepar
more acceptable gift than a great big ing to receive holy communion at the
beautiful box of writing paper? Mur- midnight masses, the Las Vegas counphey has the most stylish and best cil of the Knights of Columbus will
not hold its regular meeting tonight.
quality in the city. Adv.
Members are requested to watch for
Miss Helen Lyster, who is ill in the the announcement of a special meetLas Vegaa hospital, is reported as im- ing to be held soon.
proving nicely. Miss Lyster underwent an operation a few days ago.
W. C. Sanders, advertising mana
ger for the firm of E. Rosenwald &
)
kinds of Christmas Jewelry, Ten Son, walked into The Optic office this
j.er cent discount on all purchases; 15 morning with a box of fine cigars,
S which were presented to the force.
per cent discount to teachers.
Adv.
Jeweler.
This was a Christmas remembrance
Lujan,
:
well worth while, and The Optic
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde TX Williams hopes Mr. Sanders and the big firm
will move from their residence on he represents will live long and prop- Eleventh street to the house at 915 pen
Seventh street, during the next week.
Mr. Williams is a teacher at the New
Early yesterday evening the
Mexico Normal University.
caused the employes of th Las
Vegas Light and Power company a
Tonight at the Muutual theater whole lot of trouble when two street
Regensberg brothers will present the cars ran off the track within 20 feet
fifteenth episode of the "Million of each other and almost simul'tan
Dollar Mystery." Music will be fur- eously.
One of the cars, driven by
nished by the Mutual orchestra.
George Schmidt, was approaching the
switch on Douglas avenue opposite
Bur- - the Las
If you can use a good
Vegas Motor Car company's
rey, sleigh for two horses, horse clip- garage. At the switch the car went
ping machine. Beard Bros, safe, 600 off the track. Schmidt went inside
lbs. The price is about half the value. the garage to telephone for the wreck
Phone Main 174 or see M. L. Cooley
er. When he came out the first sight
,1 8 u
Adv.
that greeted his eyes was the other
car also off the track. The second
yesterday Miss Edith Tooker, the car was driven by Melvin Matthews
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. I Took- an extra man. The wrecker finally
er of Columbia avehue, was taken 111 arrived and after a couple of hours
with pneumonia. Her condition was hard work, placed both cars back on
rather eerious last night, but has the track. The soft condition of the
shown steady improvement during
tracks is the reason given for last
"' night's accidents. This is the second
time within a week that Matthews has
Tomorrow night at Temple Monte-fior- e been in a mixup of this kind. The
Rev. Dr. J. H. Landau, the spirit- first occurrence was Sunday.
ual director, will preach on the subject, "The Light That Failed." As
TO POSTOFFICE PATRONS
this Bermon is expected to be of inOn Christmas morning the postof
terest to all, the public is cordial'y fice will be open until 10 o'clock. If
invited to attend the services. "IU v;
patrons are prompt m calling all mail
be delivered before closing. Carriers
According to the report o! the vo- will make one delivery in the morn- lunteer observer at the Normal "Un- ing of all mail and parcels that have
iversity the Jowesti point of tempera- arrived in incoming malls..
ture reached last night was 21 deE. V. LONG.
(Signed) ""
Postmaster
grees. The maximum yesterday was
51 degrees, giving a range in iernper-atur- e
of 30 degrees.
AUTO STAGE
Automobile stage line to "Mora triDan Rhodes, according to the le- weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
gend on the hat he L, wearing now, urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a
has accepted the position of "Chicken m,t arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
Inspector." It is probable that Mr. Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 6:45 p
Rhodes will contiue to run his taxi mi. Fare for round trip, $5; one way,
service aa well as take care of his $3.y Round trip tickets good for one
new office.
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

MUIR DEAD

vative Bank.

Los Angeles, Dec. Z4. John Muir,
the naturalist, died in. a hospital here
today of pneumonia. He was 76
years of age.
' Mr. Muir was
visiting hlsi daughter,
Mrs. Helen Muir Funk, at Dagett, a
town In the desert of Sani Bernar
dino county. He was stricken with
pneumonia last week. Doctors from
Loa Angeles were called into consul
tation, Tuesday, and it was determined
to bring him to this city for treat
ment. When he arrived last night
Mr. Mulr was in r a critical condition.
He sank rapidly, death coming at 10
His daughter
o'clock this morning.
was with him.

ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Good, Old

d

two-hors- e

,

Quill Flour the finest they ever
used.

Me. In $1.80

Brew-eryville- ,"

with Romarne Fielding in Fielding takes the part of "Percy
the role of the dastardly villain, Montmorency, the pestiest of the
"Count Loveboozesky."
Many thril- town's pests." This picture is also a
ling scenes there are in this play, thrilling drama.

& DRY CLEANERS

eight-poun-

Our Store will be Closed all day Dec. 25th

IN

Pressing

Done

two films tonight sufficiently farcical featuring the Breweryville
police
to meet their wildest expectations. force.
The first film will be a arce melo"Love and Flames" is the promisdrama entitled "The Belle of
ing title of the other film. In this

-

Christmas

STEARNS'

Cleaning

LAS VEGAS STEAM

Those contemplating making gifts
to charity on Christmas are asked by
Let the Murphey Drug Store settle
Shafer, the Senators' court jester, your Christmas gift problems. Adv.
the board of directors of the LaB
is canned. He was an ornament and
Vegas hospital to remember that
pinch hitter for five years.
i Just received teleDhone tablet rolls.
Optic Pub. Co.

GREETINGS

1914.

Phone

Five reels: "Love and Flames,"
and "The Belle of Brewery-ville,- "
(Romaine Fielding's
Colorado Pictures.) "Perils of
Pauline," 15th Episode. "Too
Much Burglar," comedy.

LOCAL NEWS

iRrt'"'Wi

24,

When you want

matched to meet Benny Chaves on
New Year's da, ha3 changed his
quarters to what was formerly the
Arcade aaloon on Sixth street. The
armory was too big for Duran's purposes, and keeping a fire, going to
warm it was out of the; question.
Therefore C. W. Doll, who' Is training
Christmas matinee at the
the scrapper, decided to pack up and Special
theater at' IT o'clock. Adv.
Photoplay
hired
move. The Arcade
today.
The first workout In tte""newl quarTelephone tablet rolls 5c each at
ters occurred this aftefnoon, and the
Optic office.
was
he
showed
that
Las Vegas Iboy
"there." He baa trained down1 from
Be sure and visit Murphey'a Drug
145 pounds to 132 within the past
Store during gift buying season. Adv,
Duran
and
ia
op
so,
week
feeling great
i9 confident of giving as much, if not
Old Taylor Whlakey anil Sherwood
more, punishment than he takes..
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

h

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

PHOTOPLAY

DURAN HEADQUARTERS

TICKETS

SELLING

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Order a sack and learn

the reason for their enthusiasm.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

MOOSE ENJOY

ANNUAL

TURKEY BANQUET
LAS

km miAWAU

LODGEMEN INVITE
TO ASSIST iN
EATING "SPREAD"

VEGAS

FRIENDS

"

.th

--

rn.".iT

ir,g

Christmas

To One and All.

Last night at W. O. W 'iaii, the
local 'lodge of the trfiyal Order of
Moose, gave its annual "blow out."
The business meetin commenced at
8 o'clock and- lasted until about 10:15.
During this time some important affairs were considered by the members.. After the business session
several invited guests and the Moose
sat down to the big "fee." Baked turkey with all the trimmings made the
main part of the supper, followed, by
coffee and cigars. A pleasant social
period followed the supper. The gath
ering broke up at a late hour About
35 members and a number of gaests
were present.

!

C.

JOHN HON

a

FIELDING WILL BE
SEEN IN COMEDY

Do you wish Special Equipment
ENTERTAINMENT
FOR
NOVEL
LAS VEGANS AT PHOTOPLAY TONIGHT

or Color in your 1915 Ford?
We will have another carload shipped from the factory, in a few days.
Place your order now and get Just

Tonight will be Komalne Fielding
night at the Photoplay theater. Two
Lubin comedies, both written and acted by Fielding, will be shown. It is
somewhat of a novelty to see a comedy by a man, who, while he was in
Las Vegas, was an exponent of extremely heavy productions, but nevertheless, the, fun lovers will find the

what you want
Why not give "her" a Ford for
Xmas. Had you thought of that?
A full assortment of parts on hand
at all times. Also prompt and efficient
Ford service.-

F. J. WESNFR

At Whalen Ga.rage.
IS

TUMORROW

CHRISTMAS
All Toys for

To-nig-

w

ht

at Actual Cost

for
Rocker.

15.85

$10.00

Leather

Seat

o

for $7.50 Fumed or Early
English broad seat Rocker.

$4.95

$5.25

to

Golden

$8.50

Real

Leather

oak Rockers.

for polished oak Piano
Benches with compartment
for sheet music.

$9.85

,

Please accept our sincere thanks for the bus!
ness with which you have so kindly favored
us during the past year. Our best wishes
are yours for
s

A MERRY CHRISTMAS,

An Old Fashioned Christmas.
and all of the good things that go with it; a table creaking under
Its load of good things to eat and drink, surrounded by a merry
family group;' a heart filled with happiness and love; a day of feasting and merriment, and the undiminished enjoyment of all of those
blessings for many yeftrs to coma. ,
,.; .'' '"
This is our heartfelt wish for you.

& Keyword Co.

$3,65
$4.95
$8.50-

for
for
fer

Tele-- .

Reed Rockers.
Morris Chair.
$14.50 Morris Chair.
$5.50
$7.50

'

'

Phone Main

Tie Graaf

for $&.85 golden oak
phone Table and Stool.

$4.85

379

'

'

v

Ludwil William Ilfeld
Everything in Hardware and Furniture.

Next to Bridge.

-

Always Get Our Prices
Before Buying Elsewhere
FREE

iiiisf
Opposite

n.

DELIVERY

the

Y. M. C. A.

y

esossoeJ2

4;

